Introduction
With the advent of multicore technologies, it is important that real-time scheduling theory be extended so that commonly-used multiprocessor programming techniques can be supported in systems with timing constraints. One technique of particular utility is pipelined execution, which is used to increase throughput by leveraging the parallelism inherent on multiprocessor platforms. In this paper, we consider the problem of supporting such pipelines on a multiprocessor where the workload is specified as a periodic task system with implicit deadlines (relative deadlines equal periods). If all deadlines in such a task system are considered to be hard, then pipelines can be easily supported by assigning a common period to all tasks in a pipeline and by adjusting job releases so that successive pipeline stages execute in sequence. Fig. 1 shows an example, where an ordinary periodic task T 1 executes on a two-processor system with three other tasks, T , respectively, must execute in sequence). As seen in this example, as long as no deadlines are missed, the timing guarantees provided by the periodic model ensure that any pipeline executes correctly.
Unfortunately, for multiprocessor systems, if all deadlines must be viewed as hard, then significant processing capacity must be sacrificed, due to either inherent schedulability-related utilization loss-which is unavoidable under most scheduling schemes [1] -or high runtime overheads-which typically arise in optimal schemes that avoid schedulability-related loss [2, 3] . In systems where less stringent notions of real-time correctness suffice, such capacity loss can be avoided by viewing deadlines as soft. This follows from recent work on global scheduling algo- * Work supported by IBM, Intel, and Sun Corps.; NSF grants CNS 0834270, CNS 0834132, and CNS 0615197; and ARO grant W911NF-06-1-0425. rithms that has shown that bounded deadline tardiness can be ensured with no utilization loss under a wide variety of such algorithms, including algorithms that are less costly to implement than optimal algorithms [4, 5] . Unfortunately, if deadlines can be missed, then pipelines are not as easy to support. For example, if the first job of T 1 2 in Fig. 1 were to miss its deadline, then its execution might overlap that of the first job of T 2 2 . This violates the requirement that successive pipeline stages must execute in sequence.
Motivated by the observations above, we consider in this paper the problem of supporting pipelined execution on a multiprocessor platform in systems where bounded deadline tardiness is acceptable. Our goal is to determine whether such a system can be scheduled without significant utilization loss. We focus specifically on two global scheduling algorithms that are capable of ensuring bounded deadline tardiness for ordinary periodic task systems (i.e., systems without pipelined tasks) with no utilization loss [4, 5] , namely, the global earliest-deadline-first (GEDF) algorithm and the global first-in first-out (GFIFO) algorithm. We wish to know whether these algorithms can also ensure bounded deadline tardiness if pipelined tasks are present with no utilization loss; if this is not always possible, then we would like to know the conditions under which bounded tardiness can be guaranteed.
Related work. To our knowledge, pipelined execution under global scheduling algorithms has not been considered before. However, distributed systems (which must be scheduled by partitioning approaches) have been considered. For example, Jayachandran and Abedelzaher have presented delay composition rules that provide a bound on the end-to-end delay of jobs in partitioned distributed systems that include pipelines [6] or more general (acyclic) precedence constraints [7] . These rules permit a pipelined system to be transformed so that uniprocessor schedulability analysis can be applied.
Several off-line algorithms have also been proposed for scheduling tasks with precedence constraints in distributed real-time systems comprised of periodic tasks [7, 8, 9] . Schedulability test for pipelined distributed systems have also been proposed in which end-to-end deadlines are supported by deriving deadlines for individual pipeline stages [8, 9] .
Contributions. We show that the ability to support pipelines with bounded deadline tardiness hinges upon a pipeline parameter that we call "stretch," with range [0, 1]. We present a general tardiness bound, which is applicable to either GEDF or GFIFO, that expresses tardiness as a function of stretch and other parameters. This bound shows that pipelines can be supported with bounded tardiness and no utilization loss if each pipelined task's stretch is less than
, where m is the number of processors and U is sum of the m(m−1) largest subtask utilizations, where by "subtask," we mean a task corresponding to one pipeline stage. In other cases, utilization loss is inherent. We prove this by presenting a counterexample with unbounded tardiness in which two two-stage pipelines execute on three processors.
Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 describes the system model. In Sec. 3, the tardiness bound derivation that is our main result is presented. Sec. 4 concludes.
System Model
We consider the problem of scheduling a set τ = {T 1 , ..., T n } of n independent periodic pipeline tasks on m ≥ 2 identical processors. An h-stage pipeline task T l , where A pipeline task's tardiness is the maximum of the tardiness of any job of any of its subtasks. We require u k i ≤ 1 and U sum ≤ m; otherwise, tardiness can grow unboundedly. Note that, when a job of a subtask misses its deadline, the release time of the next job of that task is not altered. Despite this, it is still required that a job cannot execute in parallel with either of its predecessors.
Under GEDF (GFIFO), released jobs are prioritized by their deadlines (release times). So that our results can be applied to both algorithms, we consider a generic scheduling algorithm (GSA) where each job is prioritized by some time point between its release time and deadline. For any job T
We assume that for subtasks belonging to the same task, ties are broken in favor of earlier stages, and any remaining ties are broken by task ID. Note that GEDF and GFIFO are special cases of GSA where κ is set to 1 and 0, respectively.
A Tardiness Bound for GSA
We derive a tardiness bound for GSA by comparing the allocations to a pipelined task system τ in a processor sharing (PS) schedule and an actual GSA schedule of interest for τ , both on m processors, and quantifying the difference between the two. We analyze task allocations on a per-subtask basis. According to our system model, each subtask can be treated as a periodic task.
The time interval [t 1 , t 2 ), where t 2 > t 1 , consists of all time instances t, where t 1 ≤ t < t 2 , and is of length t 2 − t 1 . For any time t > 0, the notation t − is used to denote the time t − ε in the limit ε → 0+, and the notation t + is used to denote the time t + ε in the limit ε → 0+ 
S).
Consider a PS schedule PS. In such a schedule, T k i executes with the rate u
The difference between the allocation to a job T k i,j up to time t in a PS schedule and an arbitrary schedule S, denoted the lag of job T k i,j at time t in schedule S, is defined by
The concept of lag is important because, if it can be shown that lags remain bounded, then tardiness is bounded as well. The LAG for a finite job set J at time t in the schedule S is defined by
Our tardiness-bound derivation focuses on a given task system τ . We order the jobs in τ based on their priorities: Definition 5. A time interval [t 1 , t 2 ) is defined to be busy for any job set θ if all m processors are executing some job in θ at each instant in the interval. An interval [t 1 , t 2 ) that is not busy for θ is defined to be non-busy for θ.
The following claim follows from the definition of LAG. 
(where max k ≤ k) has the maximum execution cost among the subtasks {T 
Note that jobs not in d ∪ D have lower priority than those in d ∪ D and thus do not affect the scheduling of jobs in d ∪ D. For simplicity, we will henceforth assume that no job not in d ∪ D executes beyond t d .
Upper Bound
In this section, we determine an upper bound on Z in terms of the parameters of the tasks in τ .
Definition 11. Let t n be the end of the latest non-busy nondisplacing interval for d before t d , if any; otherwise, t n = 0.
The following two lemmas have been proved previously for both GEDF [4] and GFIFO [5] . Their proofs depend only on Property (P) and are not affected by precedence constraints, so they also hold for pipelined task systems. For completeness, proofs in our framework are given in [10] . 
Lemma 3 below upper bounds LAG(d, t n , S).
Definition 12. Let U (τ, y) (E(τ, y)) be the set of min(y, b) subtasks of highest utilization (execution cost) in τ , where b is the number of subtasks in τ . Define U and Γ as follows.
Definition 13. If a released job's L-predecessor has completed, but its U-predecessor has not, then it is said to be blocked. Note that the first job of any subtask cannot be blocked because it has no L-predecessor or U-predecessor. Blocking is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Proof. By summing individual subtask lags at t n , we can bound LAG(d, t n , S). If t n = 0, then LAG(d, t n , S) = 0, so assume that t n > 0. Consider the set of subtasks β = {T 
Lower Bound
In the following lemma, we determine a lower bound on Z that is necessary for the tardiness of T h l,j to exceed x + e h l . Let e max be the maximum execution time among all subtasks.
Lemma 4. If the tardiness of
Proof. We prove the contrapositive: we assume that (6) holds and show that the tardiness of T 
Let W be the amount of work due to jobs in d ∪ D that can compete with T (6) and (7),
Because GSA is work-conserving (i.e., GSA idles a processor only when there is no enabled job), at least one processor is busy until T h l,j completes. Thus, the amount of work performed by the system for jobs in 
Therefore, the tardiness of T
The remaining possibility (which requires a much lengthier argument) is: t p > t s and at least m subtasks have ready jobs in d ∪ D at each time instant within [t s , t p ). Our initial goal in this case is to prove that the amount of work performed within
In this case, given that at least m subtasks have ready jobs in d ∪ D at t s , t s is non-busy due to the existence of blocked jobs, as defined in Def. 13. Proof. We prove the claim by induction on k. The base case is trivial: T 1 i,v has no U-predecessor and thus is not blocked. We shall now prove the induction step, k > 1. For Figure 6 . Upper bounding idle blocking time. Fig. 6 . Note that if J L does not exist, then J is released at time zero and will not be blocked, by Def. 13. So, assume that J L exists.
Case 1: J U 's U-predecessor is complete at t (or, it does not exist). Observe that J −1 U (if it exists) is complete by time t (otherwise, J L could not execute). Thus, J U is enabled at or before t, which implies that all U-jobs of J other than J U complete at or before t. If J U does not complete by time t , then in [t, t ), by our priority definition, J U executes whenever J L does, and J L is preempted whenever J U is. Therefore, after t , J U has at most max(0, e 
Let W be the amount of work due to d ∪ D performed during [t s , t p ). Let I be the total idle time in [t s , t p ), where the idle time at each instant is the number of idle processors at that instant. Then, W + I = m · (t p − t s ). The following claim will be used to complete the proof of Subcase 2.3.1.
Proof. We prove the claim by constructing m disjoint sets of jobs, denoted λ (1) , λ (2) , ..., λ (m) , that execute (at least partially) in [t s , t p ). The construction method is described by the algorithm Schedule-scan in Fig. 7 . The jobs added 15:
end if 
is the last selected job for λ (k) , it may complete execution after ET (T (k) i ). We are primarily interested in the computation T (k) i performs in its presence interval. As such intervals do not overlap for different jobs in λ (k) , we assume, without loss of generality, that each job in λ (k) executes on processor k during its presence interval.
We now upper-bound the idleness within [t s , t p ) on processor k. Consider a job J in λ (k) . We first upper bound the idle time on processor k within [IT (J), ET (J)), and then sum over all such intervals as defined in constructing λ (k) .
If processor k is idle at any time in [IT (J), E(J)), then J is blocked at that time. By the discussion following Def. 16, it follows that J's idle blocking time in [IT (J), ET (J)), denoted I(J), upper-bounds the actual idle time on processor k in [IT (J), ET (J)). By Claim 2,
, where e max(J) is the maximum execution time among all pre-stage subtasks of J, and e(J) is J's execution time. Because each selected job may execute partially in its presence interval (as discussed above), jobs in λ (k) can be classified into three sets: (i) IN, which consists of jobs that execute fully within their presence intervals; (ii) BE (for Before), which consists of jobs that execute partially in their presence intervals but complete before t p (and also the end of their presence intervals); and (iii) AF (for After), which consists of jobs that execute partially in their presence intervals but complete after t p . Note that AF consists of at most one job, which is the last selected job in λ (k) . In order to upper-bound the idleness within [t s , t p ) on processor k, we prove that for any job J in IN and BE, the idleness within [IT (J), ET (J)) is at most s max ·(ET (J)−IT (J)), and for the (at most) one job J in AF, the idleness within
Since each job in λ (k) belongs to one of the above three sets, we consider three cases. 
{reasoning as in Case 1} 
Because there is at most one job in AF, the idleness 
A Counterexample
Previous research has shown that every periodic task system under GFIFO or GEDF scheduling has bounded tardiness [5] . We show that it is possible for a pipeline task system to have unbounded tardiness under GFIFO or GEDF scheduling, if the utilization cap in Theorem 1 is violated.
Consider a task set τ , to be scheduled under GFIFO or GEDF on three processors, that consists of two two-stage pipeline tasks: T . For this task system, s max = 0.6 and U = 3, which violates the condition stated in Theorem 1. Fig. 9 shows the tardiness of both pipeline tasks scheduled under GFIFO by job instance. These graphs were obtained by simulating the execution of this system. We have verified analytically that the tardiness growth rate seen in these graphs continues indefinitely (this is also true for GEDF).
This counterexample shows that, on three or more processors, overall utilization must (generally) be constrained. As seen in Corollary 4, on two-processor systems, only U sum < m is required.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we describe the results of two sets of experiments conducted using randomly-generated task sets to evaluate the accuracy and the applicability of the tardiness bounds for GFIFO and GEDF derived in Sec. 3.3.
The goal of the first set of experiments is to examine how restrictive the utilization cap stated in Theorem 1 is. Task sets were generated as follows. The maximum per-subtask utilization u max was chosen uniformly over {0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5}. s max varied over {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6} and was determined by setting e max = 10, where e max is the maximum persubtask execution cost. We selected each subtask's execution cost uniformly over [μ · e max , e max ], where μ is a coefficient with range {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}. For each combination of parameters (u max , s max ), 1,000 task sets were generated for a four-processor system.
As seen in Fig. 10 , when u max < 0.3, all task sets have bounded tardiness. This is because when per-subtask utilizations are not high, U becomes small even if total utilization is m. When u max exceeds 0.5 (note that 0.5 is a very high per-subtask utilization, given that each pipeline task may contain four subtasks), approximately 80% of all task sets are still schedulable with bounded tardiness if s max < 0.5. Even when s max = 0.6 and u max = 0.5, approximately 65% of all task sets have bounded tardiness.
The second set of experiments was conducted to compare computed and observed tardiness for both ordinary and pipelined task systems under both GFIFO and GEDF. We used the same method as used in the first experiment to generate task systems. (By simply removing all precedence constraints, we obtain ordinary task systems.) 1,000 task sets were generated for a four-processor system with u max = 0.1 and μ = 0.8. When generating task sets, we dropped any task set that violates the condition as stated in Thereom 1 (and those for which bounded tardiness cannot be guaranteed). As shown in Fig. 11 , the tardiness bound of pipeline task systems scheduled under GEDF (denoted GEDF-P) or GFIFO (denoted GFIFO-P) is much higher than that of ordinary task systems. This is due to the denominator (1 − s max )m − U in the derived bound, which is smaller than that appearing in the bound for ordinary task systems [4, 5] . However, the observed tardiness of pipeline task systems under GEDF or GFIFO is fairly close to that of ordinary task systems. These results (which for lack of space are all that we can present) suggest that GEDF and GFIFO are reasonable global scheduling options to consider for pipeline task systems.
Conclusion
We have derived a tardiness bound that can be applied to globally-scheduled periodic pipeline task systems. This bound is applicable to a class of global algorithms that includes GEDF and GFIFO. The derived tardiness bound requires overall utilization to be constrained in some systems. However, only U sum < m is required for any twoprocessor system or for any system where all pipeline tasks are monotonically increasing. For other systems, utilization constraints are fundamental, as we have shown via a counterexample. Nonetheless, for these systems, the required constraint is quite liberal.
The results of this paper are not applicable to sporadic task systems. Our tardiness proof relies crucially on the tie-breaking rule we assumed concerning subtasks within the same pipeline task. In a sporadic task system, job releases can be slightly jittered to produce a schedule that is "almost" periodic in which no two jobs have the same priority. In such cases, tie-breaking rules are of no utility. By exploiting this fact, we have been able to derive a number of counterexamples in which tardiness grows unboundedly in sporadic systems. However, in recent work [11] , we have shown that such systems can be dealt with by using periodic server tasks to service sporadic workflows. 
